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ASCENT Flowchart: Tool-Analysis
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ASCENT-10 Project Focus Areas
Technology Assessment
Assumptions Setting

Fleet Benefits Assessment
•

Use each university’s analysis tools to
understand fleet level implications of
advanced technology on
• Fuel Burn
• Emissions
• Noise

•

Work with broader community to define a
standardized set of technology and fleet
modeling assumptions for future benefits
assessments
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FAA CLEEN System Level Assessments
•

Work with CLEEN industry contractors to perform vehicle and fleet benefits assessment to show
impact of CLEEN technologies

Subsystem
Technology
Impacts

Technology
Effects on
Vehicle

Fleet Level
Implications
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Overview
Objective: Define range of scenarios that bound the demand for future aviation
activity and assess the effects of different fleet composition and aircraft technology
on fuel burn, emissions, and noise from aviation

•

Evaluate broad set of future scenarios out to 2050, showing potential benefits of
technology on fuel burn, emissions, and noise

•

Provide modeling and assessment mechanism for aircraft technology

•

Support NextGen Goals Analysis, other analyses

Approach:
1.

Develop a set of harmonized fleet assumptions for use in future fleet
assessments;
–

2.

Workshops/consensus building among academia, government, industry

Model advanced aircraft technologies and advanced vehicles expected to enter
the fleet through 2050; while
– Leveraging, heavily, previous modeling work in CLEEN, NASA programs – and filling
gaps as necessary for scenarios developed in (1)

3.

Perform vehicle and fleet level assessments based on input from the FAA and
the results of (1) and (2).

Studies will be performed by each university team using in-house expertise and tools
in complementary areas.
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Team Approach to Tasks – Year 1
Objectives

1

2

3

Georgia Tech

Stanford

Purdue

Harmonize
Fleet
Assumptions

Lead process,
coordinate industry,
government
participation, provide
basis for discussion

Support assumptions
definition, provide
expert knowledge

Support assumptions
definition, provide
expert knowledge

Advanced
Vehicle and
Technology
Modeling

CLEEN GE proprietary
technology modeling,
additional public
domain technology
modeling,
Provide tech models to
Stanford and Purdue

Input into public domain
technology modeling

N/A

Perform vehicle and
fleet level assessments
for CLEEN and public
domain technologies

Provide trade factors for
mission specification
changes. Provide tech
factors for any tech
modeled in (2)

Sample problem
demonstrating
capabilities of FLEET
(Fleet-Level
Environmental
Evaluation Tool)

Vehicle and
Fleet
Assessments
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DEVELOPMENT OF FLEET
MODELING ASSUMPTIONS
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Task 1
• A series of workshops to help define fleet assumptions and scenarios
that will serve as the basis for future fleet environmental
assessments

– Engaging experts in industry, academia, and government to bound the future with
a range of scenarios

•

Scope:
– Commercial passenger aviation, today through 2050

– Demand – what factors affect passenger demand for air travel and thereby the
operations forecast?
– Fleet evolution – when will there be new products when technologies can be
applied?
– Technology - Aircraft technologies, new aircraft configurations, mission
specification changes (PUBLIC)

•

Outcome will be a public-domain document to capture different fleet
evolution scenarios

– Will be used as basis for analysis in this project, as well as leveraged by other
projects (e.g. Goals and Targets Benefits Assessment)
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Fleet Assumption Decomposition
Decompose assumptions settings into worldviews and scenario
variables
• Worldview

– A high level description of an envisioned future state. Can include multiple
scenarios.

• Scenario

– A specific detailed description of a particular worldview

Scenario 1a
Worldview 1

Worldview 2
Environmentally
Constrained

…

Scenario 1b

Scenario 2a
Scenario 2b

…

Continuing Current
Trends

Pax growth = x% / year
Fuel price = y (default)
Network = strong hubs …
Pax growth = x% / year
Fuel price = z (high), etc.
Network = change to more direct …
Pax growth = y% / yr (low)
Fuel price = z (high) + tax / RPM
Network = more direct routes …
Pax growth = z% / yr (very low)
Fuel price = z (high), etc.
Network = strong point-to-point…
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Workshop Strategy

• Fleet Workshop 1 – May 14, 2015

– Goal: Determine what defines a world view or scenario
– Feedback on descriptors (variables, ranges, and importance)
– Bring forward initial worldviews for comment

• Fleet Workshop 2 – August 27, 2015

– Goal: Gather information to select specific worldviews/scenarios of interest
– Feedback on technology insertion opportunities and their timing, aircraft life,
production rates
– Feedback on proposed worldviews and scenarios

• Technology Workshop(s) 1 – June 10-11, 2015

– Goal: Identify technology maturation and availability for a broad range of
technology areas (e.g. wing design, engine core noise)
– Feedback on examples of 1st/2nd/3rd generation technologies
– Provide specific examples of technologies for feedback
– One session on airframe + operational technologies
– Another on engine + operational technologies

• Technology Workshop 2 - Planning

– Goal: Consensus on technology evolution scenarios
– Feedback on specific technology impacts and maturation rates

Participants thus far: The U.S. Air Force, Airports Council International – North America, Booz
Allen Hamilton, Boeing, Department of Transportation Volpe Center, Embraer, FAA Office of
Environment and Energy, FAA Office of Aviation Policy & Plans, Georgia Tech, Honeywell,
Lufthansa, Mitre, NASA, Pratt & Whitney, Purdue, Rolls-Royce, Stanford, Textron Aviation and
Virginia Tech.
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Worldview Descriptors
What defines a Worldview?

Economic Factors
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Gross domestic product (GDP) growth
Interest rates
Population growth
Labor force composition
International trade (as a share of GDP)
Modal competition
Energy price

Environmental Factors

– CO2 emissions cost
– Local emissions costs
– Noise (operational limits)
Note: Will examine alternative fuels
through alternate forums for discussion

Aviation Industry Factors
–
–
–
–

Quality of service
Travel attractiveness
Industry competitiveness
Openness of air services and
domestic airline regulation

Technological Factors

– Amount and speed of
technology R&D investment
– Airline load factor
development/limits
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Worldview Descriptors
What defines a Worldview?

Economic Factors
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Aviation Industry Factors

Gross domestic product (GDP) growth
– Quality of service
Interest
rates
Questions
to participants? – Travel attractiveness
Population growth
– Industry competitiveness
•
How
important
is
this
descriptor
to
Labor force composition
– Openness of air services and
representing
a world
view? domestic airline regulation
International
trade (as a share
of GDP)
Modal competition
Energy price

• What are the low/med/high values in
Environmental
Factors
Technological Factors
the future
for this descriptor?
– CO2 emissions (Our
cost team proposed for
– comment)
Amount and speed of
– Local emissions costs
– Noise (operational limits)

Note: Will examine alternative fuels
through alternate forums for discussion

technology R&D investment
– Airline load factor
development/limits
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Outcomes of Fleet Workshop 1
• Most important Descriptors
• Low/medium/high values in future

GDP Growth
Energy Price
Cost of CO2 Emissions
Population Growth
International Trade
Airport Noise Limitations
Industry Competitiveness
Amount and Speed of Technology R&D Investment

Units
Low Medium High
%/year
1.8
2.8
4
$/bbl
41
77
181
$/MT
0
21
85
%/year
0.45 0.58 0.68
%/year Asia
3.3
4.3
5.9
% of airports noise limited in the future 4
25
95
cent/ASM
20
12
8
relative
0.52 1.02 1.71
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Example Workshop 1 Outcomes: GDP Growth: Domestic
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X
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Workshop 2 - Fleet Evolution
• Formulate structure for aircraft introduction, retirement,
replacement
• Questions to participants centered on:
–
–
–
–

Aircraft life in future
Development program duration
Development program timing
Future production rates, backlogs
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Proposed Worldviews
• Current Trends

– Baseline cases – fixed technology fleet
– Medium descriptor values (“middle of the road”)

• High Demand
• Low Demand
• Environmentally Constrained

– Various scenarios with combinations of emissions costs, noise capacity
limits, energy price

• Environmental Extremes

– True bounding of futures with extreme descriptor values

All include various technology R&D rates
Requested feedback on descriptor values selected, priority and
“usefulness” of each sub-scenario
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Next Steps
• Hold final workshop
• Analyze data and develop set of scenarios

• Present finalized scenarios in report
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ASCENT Task 2 overview
• Some of the emerging “world
views/scenarios” resulting from the
ASCENT 10 fleet workshops (particularly
the “Environmentally Constrained”
worldview) call for innovative solutions
• Mission specification changes are
operational improvements, including
aircraft redesign, that can lead to
significant fuel savings
– Cruise Mach number reductions
– Changes to Payload/Range capabilities
– Maximum allowable span

• PARTNER Project 43, investigated systemlevel implications using our best tools at
the time. Improved tools and system-level
analyses will be available during ASCENT
Project 10
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SUAVE Conceptual Analysis and
Design Framework
•

SUAVE has been created from the
ground up with improved accuracy
(through multi-fidelity approaches)
and versatility in mind

•

Reach credible design
conclusions for future aircraft
with advanced technologies at the
conceptual level

•

Analyze conventional and
unconventional configurations
using multiple information sources

•

Manage innovative energy
networks including traditional and
carbon-free propulsion systems in one
analysis tool

•

Create an open-source design
tool to be used by industry and
academia

Electric Regional Aircraft CAD

Turbofan Energy network

Li-Air Battery-Electric Energy Network
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Typical Aircraft Design Problem
Formulation
• Design problem is formulated as a
nonlinear program.
• Main objective is always to decrease
block fuel burn, through entire
mission, including detailed FAA
reserves
• Aircraft is redesigned with multiple
constraints to ensure realism of
resulting aircraft
• Performance can be assessed for the
design mission, but also for any
other (shorter, lighter, etc) mission
the aircraft may be made to fly in a
typical worldview / scenario

• Information transferred from SUAVE
to GREAT / FLEET as factors on the
fuel burn of the baseline airplane

OBJECTIVE:
mission block fuel

DESIGN VARIABLES :
Main wing aspect ratio
Main wing reference area
Main wing sweep
Main wing thickness to chord ratio
Main wing taper
Main wing root and tip twist
Engine design thrust
Low pressure compressor pressure ratio
High pressure compressor pressure ratio
Fan pressure ratio
Bypass ratio
Cruise altitude
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Baseline Validation (B737-800)
• For performance factors to make
sense, the baseline aircraft (in
SUAVE and GREAT / EDS) need to
have be very close in predicted
performance
• Detailed study to match engine
characteristics and full aircraft
performance for baseline vehicles
completed

• Improvements in comparisons on
other aircraft (in 5 vehicle classes)
being pursued
• Differences / errors between SUAVE
and EDS for B737-800 on the order
of 2.5%

Design Parameter

Value

Wing Reference area (ft2)

1334

Wing span (ft)

117

Wing sweep (deg)

25

Cruise Mach Number

0.78

MTOW (lb)

174200
SUAVE

GT

Cruise Mach

0.78

0.78

Design range

2,960 nm

2,960 nm

Payload Weight

37,170 lbs

37,170 lbs

Mission fuel burn

39,125 lbs

38,180 lbs

Max SLS thrust

27,303 lbf

27,300 lbf
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Redesigned Aircraft (5 Classes)
• Significant fuel burn reductions possible in most aircraft classes
• Reduction is a function of cruise Mach
B737-800

B767-300ER

CRJ900

Mach
Number

Fuel Burn
(lbs)

Mach
Number

Fuel Burn
(lbs)

Mach
Number

Fuel Burn
(lbs)

0.78

39125

0.8

29001

0.8

163600

0.76

27664

0.76

20222

0.76

113709

0.72

28070

0.72

20751

0.72

118809

B737-800
Mach
Numb
er

Fuel
Burn
(lbs)

Main
Wing
Aspec
t
Ratio

Main
wing
area
(ft^2
)

Main
wing
swee
p
(deg)

Desig
n
Thrus
t

Main
Wing
(t/c)

Main
Wing
taper

LPC
press
ure
ratio

HPC
press
ure
ratio

Fan
Press
ure
Ratio

Byp
ass
rati
o

Cruis
e
Altitu
de
(ft)

MTOW
(lbs)

0.78

39125

9.0

1344

25

5395

0.11

0.16

1.94

20.0

1.58

8.2

35000

656000

0.76

27664

7.1

1822

28.9

2907

0.1

0.1

2.05

21.0

1.63

7.25

39300

510133

0.72

28070

7.1

1839

22.94

1863

0.1

0.1

2.05

21.0

1.51

8.64

38168

511435
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ASCENT Task 3 overview
• Using inputs based upon “world view/scenarios” from
ASCENT 10 workshops, examine possible future fleetwide
aviation impacts (fuel burn, CO2 emissions, and noise)

– Workshops provide assumptions of future demand, fleet evolution,
aircraft technologies

• Use two approaches to bound future outcomes
– GREAT

• Rapid exploration of technology packages to gain understanding of
the interactions between technology types, design variables, and fleet
level assumptions

– FLEET

• Model-based prediction of airline behavior (allocation, airline
retirement, acquisition), future demand, and passenger price elasticity

– Reason about results from both

• Similar results increase comfort in predictions
• Dissimilar results prompt investigation of factors driving differences
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“FLEET”: Fleet-Level
Environmental Evaluation Tool
Normalized CO2

• Uses a core algorithm that
optimally allocates aircraft to
best meet fleet-level objectives
of an airline
• Uses calibrated cost models of
aircraft for ticket pricing and
aircraft retirement / acquisition
decisions

Results from FLEET: AG-C
Results from GREAT: AG-C
1.6
CO2 / CO2 in 2005

• Uses a ‘system dynamics-like’
approach to allow demand,
fleet size/composition, and
fares to evolve over time
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Current progress on Task 3
• Using FLEET, we performed activities shown below to
achieve ASCENT 10 objectives
– Georgia Tech provided aircraft models for future generation
aircraft (N+1 and N+2)

Activity

Status / Outcome

Analyze a public domain aircraft
technology scenario and compare
with GREAT results

Completed. Would like to improve the cost
models for N+2 aircraft.

Explore use of FLEET Duopoly
model

Completed initial results, FAA and ASCENT 10
team reviewing.

Sensitivity runs to explore unique
FLEET capabilities

Completed, using pre-existing scenarios from
prior Purdue work with NASA.
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CLEEN II Technology Modeling and Assessment
Project 37

Project manager: Arthur Orton, FAA
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Opinions, findings, conclusions and recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s)
and do not necessarily reflect the views of ASCENT sponsor organizations.

Motivation
• Independently assess technologies proposed under the
Continuous Lower Energy, Emission, and Noise (CLEEN II)
program

• CLEEN II Objectives:
– Reduce fuel burn 40% relative to year 2000 best in class
– Reduce NOx emissions 70% relative to 2011 ICAO standard
without increasing other emissions
– Lower noise to 32 EPNdB relative to Stage IV
– Expedite the commercialization of “drop-in” sustainable jet fuels

• Desire for introduction of technologies on aircraft by 2026

• Use Georgia Tech’s EDS to assess contractor technologies
– Model CLEEN II technologies
– Assess impacts at a vehicle and fleet level
– Provide FAA with independent system level assessment
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High Level Objectives
• GA Tech
integrates
NASA design
& analysis
tools
• Assess
technology
combinations
• Identify
synergistic
technologies
• Compare to
company
estimate

Regional Jet

Single-Aisle

+

+
Subsystem
Technology
Impacts

Large Twin-Aisle

Technology
Effects on
Vehicle

Fleet Level
Implications
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Detailed Objectives
• Long-term
– Assess vehicle and fleet level fuel burn, noise, and emissions
impacted by CLEEN II

• Near term (next 12 – 18 months)
– Establish (or renew) non-disclosure agreements with the
contractors
– Establish working relationships with CLEEN II contractors
• Attend kickoffs
• Hold semi-regular calls to discuss technologies

– Identify system level modeling needs for CLEEN II technologies
– Establish system level roadmaps for each of the 8 contractors
– Explain assessment process to contractors
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Outcomes and Practical Applications
• Outcome: Quantifiable benefit of CLEEN II technologies
through fleet level analysis
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CLEEN I technologies could provide 22 billion gallons of jet fuel savings by 2050
Could maintain landing and takeoff NOx levels to 2006 in spite of projected increase in operations
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BACKUP
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Distinguishing features of FLEET and
their effect on modeling and results
Distinguishing features of FLEET
Use of a resource allocation problem to
reflect how an airline would assign
aircraft to routes

Effect on modeling and results
• Outputs metrics (aircraft utilization,
emissions, etc.) at route-level
resolution
• Describes impacts of different
operational and economic constraints
on airline profitability

Leverage of the system dynamics stock- • Allows for assessments of effect of
and-flow concept in a discrete-event
new technologies on fleet-level noise
implementation
and emissions
Use of carefully calibrated aircraft
performance and cost models where
available

• Shows impact of an aircraft’s
economic performance on airline
profitability and its utilization

Use of a value-based model for aircraft
replacement decisions

• Incorporates aircrafts’ (existing vs.
new) profit potential in fleet upgrade
decision-making
• Uses previous year’s optimal fleet
allocation in fleet turnover
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Explanation of results from public
domain technology scenario
• From 2008 to 2025, growth
in CO2 emissions
– Higher rate from FLEET
largely driven by higher
demand growth

• Between 2025 and 2033,
FLEET shows significant
reduction in CO2 emissions

– Primarily due to introduction
of future-in-class aircraft
– FLEET’s approach to aircraft
replacement leads to rapid
fleet turnover
– After 2033, CO2 from serving
increasing demand outpaces
CO2 improvements from
technology

• FLEET retirement model
based on aircraft NPV
calculations

– Future-in-class models (those
used here) are much better
then new-in-class

• New-in-class aircraft never
form a substantial portion of
the fleet
– Future-in-class is introduced
soon after (first STA N+2
only 6 years after STA N+1)
– No new technology after
future-in-class
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